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Thank you, Debra. It is our pleasure to help Ariana stay connected with her loved ones during this difficult time.

Debra Ruh @debrarjh

We are excited to announce our winner of the #LoveConnectsAll contest. Our winner is Ariana K. Lorick of South Carolina, 11 years old. Thank you @HuaweiUSA for gifting her 2 #HuaweiMediaPad M5 Lite Tablets as gifts for Ariana & 1 to share @ruhglobal @Lamondrea.

Learn everything you need to know about integrating Huawei in-app purchases SDK into a React Native Android app in under 10 minutes!

companies go through winter and spring. What did #Huawei Founder & CEO Ren Zhengfei learn from his trip to Japan? Listen to the reading of "Spring of Northern Country" to find out:

Gender equality is key to building a diverse and inclusive digital economy.

How exactly is #5G transforming the manufacturing and logistics industries? Take a look how #5G is utilized in its Kunming warehouse.
The best way to solve a problem is to look at it from various perspectives.

Doctor Helps Machines See

To find new solutions, we must face life's challenges. So, instead of running from problems, WhyNot co...
youtube.com

What were the highlights for 2020 #SeedsOftheFuture students? Hear them speak on the experience here. #TECH4ALL

Seeds For The Future 2020 - Session 1
To mark a decade of our #SeedsForTheFuture programme, we'll be sharing highlights from previous...
youtube.com

Automation helps enterprises become more engaged in the new normal. tinyurl.com/ysbhu4d

transform, how can we make it. Every industry I talked to, they are welcoming it and I think that's a very positive thing I think that will continue - I think that's normal business.

Paul Sandlin, CIO, Huawei Technologies

There is no need to trade privacy for security. https://tinyurl.com/y7htos69

a false proposition, and we need to work past that. Security professionals and privacy professionals actually find incredible common ground when they talk to each other and if there is one thing that you
Sleek and light, the MacBook Pro gets the job done.

It's already been a decade since we launched the SeedsForTheFuture program, so it's the perfect time to take a look back at the various experiences we've provided to students.

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS OF SEEDS FOR THE FUTURE - MEET THE PARTICIPANTS

To mark a decade of our SeedsForTheFuture programme, we'll be...

Check out http://3G.co.uk to see why they rate the Huawei Mate 40 four stars.

Is biking your preferred mode of transportation? #ShootOnHuawei